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Abstract
Pregnancy in chronic kidney disease is rare and often has poor maternal and fetal prognosis. We are
reporting a case report where a multidisciplinary approach led to good maternal and fetal outcomes.
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Introduction
Pregnancy in patients with chronic renal disease is rare due to numerous factors that impair
fertility [1]. Chronic kidney disease is characterised in five stages. Perinatal complications, such
as preterm labor, preeclampsia and fetal growth restriction (FGR) are increased for all stages [25]
. In women with serum creatinine (SCR) above 2.5 mg/dl, the rate of preterm delivery is as
high as 86%, mainly due to preeclampsia, which occurs in over 40% [5-7].
The degree of renal insufficiency, rather than the underlying etiology, is the primary determinant
of outcome. Women who become pregnant with high SCR level, are more likely to have a
decline in renal function, than women who do not become pregnant, for the same SCR level [8, 9].
Hypertension and degree of proteinuria are also among the most important predicting factors.
Fifty percent of women with SCR >1.5 mg/dl have a significant decline in glomerular filtration
rate (GFR) in late pregnancy or early postpartum, with 20% of them progressing to end-stage
renal disease (ESRD) within 6 months after delivery [10, 11].
Case report
A 27-year-old female, G2P1L1, presented at our hospital at 31 weeks gestation, with CKD and
hypertension, with a baseline SCR level of 3.1 mg/dl treated with enalapril and amlodipine.
During pregnancy she was medicated with methyldopa, amlodipine, erythropoietin, vitamin D,
vitamin B, ferrous sulfate and calcium.
Pregnancy was uneventful until 31 weeks gestation, when she was admitted with anemia,
hypertension and worsening renal function. At admission SCR was 3.7 mg/dl, urea 108 mg/dl,
and spot urine protein level was 215. She received one unit blood. At 36 completed weeks the
patient was induced with cerviprime gel and patient delivered a male baby of body weight 2 kg
vaginally.
At day 9 postpartum, she was discharged from the hospital, with SCR 3.6 mg/dl, urea 120 mg/dl.
Hemodialysis was programmed on an outpatient basis.
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Discussion
Although pregnancy in women with CKD is associated with a high rate of live births, it is
usually complicated by preeclampsia and fetal growth restriction [1-3]. The higher the stage of
CKD, the greater the probability of postpartum deteriorated renal function, with a significant
proportion of women progressing to ESRD.
Pregnancy is a challenging prospect for the patients with CKD. Women with CKD have a low
conception rate [12]. Even when fertilization is successful, the clinical outcome of pregnancy is
unfavourable, with a greater frequency of spontaneous abortions and an increased risk of
perinatal mortality [13-15]. This review article reported improved pregnancy outcome for patient
with CKD. Furthermore, close attention to the management of anemia, blood pressure and
volume control seemed to contribute to these promising results.
Most likely, several factors contributed to the positive result. Firstly, the patient was in a good
general health at the time of conception. For example, the average level of serum albumin,
which was measured serially during antenatal care, was maintained above 3.0 g/dl throughout
the pregnancy.
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Because albumin is considered to be representative of a patient's
nutritional and inflammatory status, we can assume that the
patient was able to achieve optimal dietary intake and an
inflammation free status during gestation. This most likely
contributed to the successful occurrence and maintenance of the
pregnancy.
Well-controlled blood pressure could be another contributing
factor. Most patients with CKD have chronic hypertension and
tend to require multidrug treatment. Moreover, patients who
require multiple medications for blood pressure control or those
whose hypertension is poorly controlled are at an increased risk
of adverse pregnancy outcomes, including maternal morbidity
and fetal loss. However, in our patient, we maintained their
blood pressure under control with single, low-dose
antihypertensive therapy. This maintenance of the maternal
blood pressure may have helped to stabilize the fetoplacental
circulation.
We used a well-accepted approach toward the management of
anemia. During a healthy pregnancy, erythrocyte volume
increases by an average of 450 mL, and vigorous erythropoiesis
leads to a large requirement for iron. In uncomplicated
pregnancies, iron supplementation is sufficient to satisfy this
requirement. However, because they are often deficient in EPO,
our patient required supplementation with both iron and EPO to
maintain acceptable hematologic parameters.
Finally, a multidisciplinary team approach that includes
nephrologists, obstetricians, and neonatologists is likely to have
a positive influence on pregnancy outcomes for women with
CKD. Our active management of hypertension and anemia
treatment was combined with frequent antenatal obstetric
follow-up. In addition, new-born received immediate, intensive
postnatal care. Pertinent patient information was shared among
team members in advance, enabling the proper handling of
adverse events, even in emergency situations.
In summary, our article describes successful pregnancy outcome
in woman with advanced CKD. We cautiously conclude that
these encouraging outcomes resulted from the maintenance of
good general health before conception and intensive
multidisciplinary management after pregnancy confirmation.
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